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JAG „Rozhovory“ Bývalý úřadující tajemník DHS Chad
Wolf
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Vyšetřovatelé společnosti JAG v sobotu ráno „vyslechli“ bývalého

úřadujícího ministra pro vnitřní bezpečnost Chada Wolfa, necelých

12 hodin poté, co novinář Matt Taibbi prostřednictvím Elona Muska

odhalil, že bývalý šéf Twitteru pro důvěru a bezpečnost Yoel Roth

spolupracoval s agenturami zabývajícími se abecedou – včetně DHS.
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a FBI – cenzurovat, pošpiňovat a očerňovat prezidenta Trumpa před

i po volebním dni, v podstatě uspořádat digitální puč proti

úřadujícímu prezidentovi.

Wolf řídil DHS během této sporné fáze.

JAG chtěl vědět, zda se Wolf účastnil nebo znal konverzací DHS-

Twitter.

Wolf, zdroj JAG řekl Real Raw News, nebyl ani formálně obviněn,

ani zatčen, když vyšetřovatelé dorazili k prahu jeho domu ve Virginii

brzy ráno v sobotu, aby s ním „vyslechli“. Wolf a jeho žena Hope

vesele zvali vyšetřovatele dovnitř, dokonce jim nabízeli kávu a

croissanty. Když se vyšetřovatelé ptali, zda Wolf viděl Taibbiho

vyprávění Tweets, Wolf řekl, že ne, a kategoricky popřel účast na

jakémkoli spiknutí DHS zaměřeném na svržení prezidenta Trumpa a

znalosti o něm.

„Pokud se něco takového stalo, stalo se to za mými zády. O Trumpovi

jsem řekl jen dobré věci. Je to můj přítel,“ řekl údajně Wolf.

Vyšetřovatelé se divili, jak mohl Wolf, který mikrořídil DHS,

zapomínat na činy zrady pod nosem.

„DHS zaměstnává někde kolem 150 000 lidí, ale jsem si jistý, že to

víte. Nemohu dosvědčit, co v kteroukoli chvíli udělalo 150 000 lidí.

Pokud naznačujete, že jsem měl v tomhle nepořádku roli, mýlíte se.

Zavolejte Trumpovi, zeptejte se ho. Řekne vám, že v žádném případě

nejsem zapletený do toho, co si myslíte, že se děje,“ řekl Wolf.

"Volali jsme mu," řekli vyšetřovatelé.

„Admirál Crandall přezkoumal tweety Matta Taibbiho a cítil, že JAG

má důvod vyslechnout Wolfa. Protože Wolf a Trump jsou přátelé,

admirál Crandall Trumpovi předem oznámil, že ho vyšetřovatelé JAG

budou vyslýchat. Trump dal admirálovi volnou ruku a řekl:

„Udělejte, co je třeba udělat. Dostaňte se na dno toho. Máte mé

požehnání,“ řekl náš zdroj.
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Když se Wolf doslechl, že Trump rozhovor schválil, chvíli na

vyšetřovatele zíral v ohromeném tichu a pak řekl: "Jak jsem řekl, nic

nevím, ale budete mi plně spolupracovat."

Vyšetřovatelé strávili ve Wolfově domácnosti 30 minut, kladli

zkoumavé otázky, ale nedostali žádné usvědčující odpovědi.

Vyšetřovatelé jim popřáli dobrý den a řekli, že v blízké budoucnosti

budou mít pravděpodobně další otázky, na které Wolf odpověděl:

"Kdykoli." Nemám co skrývat." Už se chystali odejít, když hlavní

vyšetřovatel s rukou na klice zatáhl za Columbo: „Ještě jedna věc.

Hned poté, co vás Trump jmenoval, jste měl tři schůzky ve třech

dnech s Kirstjen Nielsenovou. Víme, že pracovala za Bushe a pro

Světové ekonomické fórum –“

"-co to má společného se mnou," vložil se do toho Wolf.

"Pravděpodobně nic," řekl vyšetřovatel. "Trump je anti-WEF, že?"

"Věřím, že ano, a protože se budete očividně ptát, Kirstjen mě tu

práci doplňovala." Proto jsme se potkali,“ řekl Wolf.

Ale nebyla to vaše bezprostřední předchůdkyně – to by byl Kevin

McAleenan.“

"McAleenan zastával roli jen šest měsíců." Nebyl v pozici, aby mi

radil,“ řekl Wolf.

"Díky, že jste to objasnili," řekl hlavní vyšetřovatel a se svým

partnerem opustili Wolfovo sídlo.

Závěrem lze říci, že Wolf na povrchu vypadá jako typický

republikánský konzervativec – na rozdíl od ostatních, kteří sloužili za

Trumpa, nemá Wolf žádné vazby na demokratické administrativy.

Navzdory své staré roli honcho z DHS, kriminální agentury vytvořené

při požárech 11. září, Wolf sklidil mezi konzervativci velkou chválu za

svou roli při pomoci Trumpovi zajistit jižní hranici země.
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"Nikdo tady neříká, že je Wolf vinen, ale musíme obrátit každý

kámen." Spousta Trumpových lidí se proti němu obrátila. Udělali

bychom Trumpovi a Spojeným státům medvědí službu, kdybychom

neprošetřili každou stopu,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Navštíveno 33 199krát, dnes 1 396 návštěv)

 

POKUD Trump získá zpět své právoplatné místo POTUS, bylo by

moudré zvážit vybudování svého personálu se střední Amerikou.

Mám podezření, že kdokoli dokáže to, co zasvěcenci z DC.

And not the middle America that’s been flooded with foreign people

with no loyalty to our nation. Loyal, Constitution-loving, God-loving

Patriots need only apply; and that’s how the majority of our nation

SHOULD be..

I realize that there are a few highly intelligent people in our gov’t. But

for the most part, the average low IQ of people supposedly

representing us via the Constitution is a dark comedy and most of
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them have no idea what it means to BE American or even know what

the oath of office means. We really need to give IQ tests to those

wanting a tax payer paid job. No more dummies, please.

Last edited 8 hours ago by dianecee

IQ is still the single most reliable indicator of potential success. It’s

also NOT an indicator of any moral exceptionalism or leanings to the

contrary.

 
That’s why these invaders are successful so far – they’ve been using

their massive financial advantage to scout colleges & universities to

then hire & turn all the geniuses they can get their dirty paws on.

That’s interesting about why the deep state always seem to hang out

at colleges. Never thought about that before.

Morals? I laughed out loud. You obviously are quoting something

you were told rather than the experience of observation. Dear, the

people in DC average an over all IQ of probably 80. They do not have

the ability to think for themselves. Morality has nothing to do with

any of this…

Last edited 3 hours ago by dianecee

Yeah! Well I do believe a low I.Q. is a requirement. They need dumb

people to blindly carry out their ridiculous, evil agenda. They have to

be stupid so that they cannot resist what they are told to do. Smart

people are not what they want. Stupidity is a requirement for them…

Those “intelligent” ones may be well versed in political policies but

absolutel zero intelligence, zero soul, zero heart energy. Anyone can

memorize policy. Stupidity is what get’s them in. Smart ones would

buck their system

You can have a high IQ and still be dumb as shit common sense wise.

Also you have to remember that these colleges are brainwashing our

kids for years – decades even!!
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Remember that Operation Mockingbird has been in use in our

system since the ’50’s

check out how many “foreign born” folks are in dem party.. LOTS!

marxist den of traitors

America needs to go back like it use to be. The only people that

should be in our government must be American born and no

foreigners should ever be elected into our government. Omar, AOC,

and their co-harts has no business in our government. They hate

America and they are not out friends. They are implants to try and

destroy America!

Let’s go further: Mandatory IQ test, (minimum IQ 100) basic civics

test (must name at least 10 Presidents) and credit score of at least

625.

Most…if not all of them haven’t done an honest days work in their

lives…They all praise each other and build each other up in public…

nothing more than propaganda…I will go out on a limb here and say

that over 99% are incompetent…and as we seen under President

Trump’s tenure; it is almost impossible to fire them…and thats’ why

these people never work in the private Industry unless they are given

a position somewhere, which translated means they don’t have to

work, but delegate…IMHO

“A civil servant is like a broken cannon: it won’t work and you can’t

fire it.”

 
-General George S. Patton

That’s why I’m praying this Brunson lawsuit that’s currently in front

of SCOTUS, hurry up and be ruled on (if it hasn’t already – I’m

guessing it has). But anyways, all those 384+ traitors that checked

the ‘yes’ box to certify the 2020 election will lose ALL of their unjust

and unearned privileges afforded by positions they held. THEY will

be the ones struggling in this jacked up economy.
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The USPS is a prime example. Almost all are now ‘ethnic’ (they only

hire “minorities with diversity”) and have an attitude and are

incompetent. You are lucky if you can find one that doesn’t speak as

if they have a mouth full of marbles.

He actually tried to do that right after the 2016 election. He put up a

website inviting Americans to apply for positions in his

Administration. Strangely enough, the data ‘vanished’, though

thousands of people applied and gave their contact information–not

to mention career experience–as part of filling out the form on the

website.

No wonder Trump got nothing but RINO’s and traitors in his

Administration. There was no one left, after they stole the data he

was counting on from patriots to fill his open jobs!

I didn’t know that! What happened to all these massive arrests that

were supposed to be going on around Thanksgiving? Did tons of

people get arrested?

Ma’am, in many a past LIFE, most of what I TAUGHT, or OTHERS,

is a touchy issue. How many KNOW, but can not “prove” past

Lives??? Why argue with a FACT?? Anyway, I can assure You, there

are many a “thing” going on, in ways 99.99% can not simply explain.

Keep friends, close, enemies closer. Within each, sits OUR worst

enemy, FEAR. What do most FEAR??? That “ANGEL”, the Unknown

Soldiers!! Wi May FALL, in BATTLE, but WARRIORS do not simply

“die”. Kahlid-UFU(UFO- I’d guess the inscription eroded over

“time”). I KNOW, what I KNOW, my AKASHIC abilities are

ARCANE, and “frightening”, but again, I ask, WHY???

 
Think, before responding, and KNOW, I do not reply. Telepathy is

very real, do not be “preyed” upon through “prayer”. The Real One

(Obi), is the angriest “voice”, until You actually alter “course”. No lie,

is expectable!! Do not cover up anything!!!! My Vaults are UNIQUE!!
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Many arrests were made during the Night. We have not been told the

names – YET!

he should have made a big stink about that, but of course, the media

would never run it. i always wondered how he ended up with so

many swamp creatures in his administration.

Yes – fresh, smart youngsters who have their heads straight, along

with seasoned folk who have seen the world a little, and hold to good

old fashioned common sense!

It is my understanding that Trump does not have to win back his

rightful place. He never lost it. The Military proclaimed him the 19

President of the Republic of The United States.And the Supreme

Court has already ruled the 2020 and 2022 elections as fraud and

therefore not legit. They have not publically announced that yet

obviously. Roe v Wade was announced first.The election ruling

announcement was delayed as more people woke up regarding the

elections. There would be a much lower risk of civil war if more

people were awoake.

And throw in that Obama was NOT a rightful president either (for

that matter both Nazi’s, Bush and Daddy Bush). So ALLL legislations

signed into law from any of them during their ‘time’ in office will be

revoked.

@Sismj~ I doubt clinton & several others were either. These beasts

have been on the cheat for a very long time, even joking among

themselves whether the next one “THEY” chose would pretend to be

a democrat or a republican.

Correct… Trump bankrupt the US Corp in Federal Court in Florida,

therefore we are back to 1871 Full Constitution and back to the

original Bill of Rights.
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Well, if he hired me, a midwestern Wisconsonite, I would NEVER do

what “DC insiders do” they committed high treason against

WeThePeople.

I would do all I could to serve the best interests of the presumed

grantors/beneficiaries of USA, a constitutional republic of law under

public trust.

I have family in Wisconsin and I sure hope they can clean up their

voter rolls. Every time the legislature passed election bills the IDIOT

EVERS vetoed them.

BUT, he chose to run in 2024 rather than be reinstated. He has

reasons we are not privy to.

 
NESARA’s changes:Establishes new Presidential and Congressional

elections had to be held within 120 days after NESARA’s

announcement. Maybe he has to run in 2024 to be CIC of our

returned Republic.

Don’t forget, Trump never conceded from the November 2020

elections. As far as I’m concerned, he’s still our President.

the flag of mexico is everywhere here in Houston, Texas. They are not

loyal to America.

Present Commander In Chief Donald John Trump is already the

acknowledged Leader of The World Alliance against Evil ! Every true

leader in this world whom actually wants the best for his or hers

citizens , Respects & Knows Donald John Trump is Chosen By

Creator God To Lead The World Towards Freedom & Prosperity .

When everything is brought into the light of day , our future will be

Free & Prosperous With Bounty of Blessings Bestowed By Creator

God Himself ; Upon All Whom Praise , Revere & Worship HIM ! !

The Stage is Set & The Fat Lady Is Singing ……….. Where do

we go for Supper ? ? Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195
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Many more stones are going to turn up. And when they get turned

over it’s going to be interesting to say the least.

Having been in career federal law enforcement prior to the creation

of DHS it was universally understood by lifers that the purpose of

creating such a large agency was to more efficiently politicize and

corrupt enforcement. And a perfect example was placing Border

Patrol under Customs Bureau.

Creating DHS was ALL about CENTRALIZED CONTROL.

CENTRALIZED CONTROL is a MAJOR aspect of marxism,

communism, socialism and TOTALITARIAN GOVERNMENT and

DICTATORSHIP, I sensed this shit from the very outset of DHS. I

remember when DHS was looking to hire over 50,000 Thousand

snitches embedded though out American society. This was going to

be EAST GERMANY all over again, DHS Stasi , and this is EXACTLY

what has happened , FEMA , FUSION CENTERS, OEMC etc.. Then

there is the shit Obama started, AmeriCorps , these are the gang

stalkers and people doing the gas lighting of citizens and so called

dissidents or undesirables, folks that just do not comport with

criminal lowlifes in positions of power and authority. Yeah DHS,

THIS ENTITY SHOULD BE VANQUISHED ,….ENTIRELY

We are unraveling Twitter’s guts. Now it is time to crack the

communication network of this snitch empire(30 million strong).

For starters, the group is loaded with dumb and dumber- “Hillary’s It

Takes A Village” Idiots. These are NOT intelligent people. Next, you

can find these birdbrains in everyone’s family and in your

neighborhood. They are committing illegal surveillance and are

getting paid to do so. Eventually their network of PayPal etc

reimbursement will be exposed. BTW – All Tax-free.

Iraeli Zionists set up the DHS after they collapsed the Towers with

the help of Cheney, Rumsfeld and the Bush crime family…..
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I don’t get many followers or views but I am doing my small part to

share your articles on telegram. I do a screenshot of the title and

photo… highlight a phrase or paragraph, then your direct link url. I

hate to see the others that completely steal your articles as if they are

their own. Sorry I can’t help financially but thank you for your

service to #TRUTH

“I roller skate don’t drive no car

 
for someone who don’t try

 
I’ve been all around the world

 
some people say I done alright

 
for a girl.”

kek! A Weird Al song about Melanie, with an original melody (he is

known for parody songs; this is an original):

Testing a link [saw one worked for someone else; didn’t work for me;

perhaps YouTube links don’t work, as the other link that worked was

to another site; anyway, testing continues!]:

https ://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeOR14izgkc

Great work Melody as individual of integrity.

Myself engage in leafleting as up-close and personal.

Cut & Paste article[s] to Micro Soft Word, add RRN weblink under

headline, increase font size, omit photo fitting on two 8 1/2×11 pages,

than convert to PDF, blasting copy machine.

Wasps Venom [tangible] article turned heads, heard much: “WTF is

this”, which stopped many at moment from getting jab at vax mobile.

Myself enjoy Police, and disgruntled Vax Mobile interaction when

leafleting, whereas cannot attain that thrill on telegram. Have to

maintain my Public Enemy #1 status amongst Cancel Culture Cultists

and Pro Vax nut jobs.

Keep up the good work, best wishes to ya.
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Thanks, I don’t seek praise, though often except a cup coffee when

offered while pounding pavement.

Believe it or not, it’s the police that sometimes brings me a cup, they

know how I like it.

I’m the water cooler talk at the station in how I verbally spank cop

calling Karens, at roll call its different.

Was told my photo displayed on bulletin board, said: “will stop by

and autograph for posterity”.

Note, evil will existed if goodness stands idle.

Last edited 57 minutes ago by John .S

All it takes is the right word to go to the right ear. Every little bit

helps, most definitely.

 
Keep on rollin..

fantastic… folks are dying by the truckloads and the people you q

tards think are saving the planet are interviewing this retarded

clown.

smart priorities from the dipshits once again.

i dont consider stating exactly what happened as being rude. Folks

are dying by the truckload. this isnt is dispute.The supposed white

hats think interviewing this person is more important than saving

lives. that is also not in dispute. I agree what they are doing is terrible

but i wouldnt call it rude.

if the white hats felt saving lives was more important than

interviewing this person they could have 100s of people in every

major metropolitan area today speaking about the evils of the death

jab. They dont.
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That’s ridiculous. Thousands and thousands speak out non-stop.

Some have been attacked, fired, imprisoned, etc. Please enlighten us

on all the helpful things YOU are doing!

Don’t hold your breath waiting for RER to be able to truthfully share

anything it has been doing to help the conservative Patriot cause.

What the hell do you know about what is being done or not done?

There are tens of thousands of us today speaking about the evils of

the death jab, including hundreds of top-notch doctors

Yes folks are dying by the truckload. But RRN, MB, JAG, etc. are

NOT THE CULPRITS! They are the PATRIOTS….What are you doing

but throwing bricks at folks risking their lives daily.

Calling people ‘retarded clowns’ and ‘dipshits’ is, indeed, rude. Go get

yourself an education & learn to read.

Are you disputing the fact that over 1 million people die worldwide

every 24 hours of 7.2 billion people regardless of circumstance

vaccinations, incrimination’s immigrations, salutations, or

confirmations?

It Was Their CHOICE to get the shot – Free Will / Freedom of

Choice..

 
God gave us that and We The People embedded that in our

Constitution.

 
We have told all who would listen about the shots are death, and

even the big pharma put out the 1200 side effects including death a

year later, BUT people are stupid/brainwashed and still get the

boosters…

 
We have called out from the beginning that it was a plan-demic. WE

also have all the FIOA reports stating that no one has a REAL sample

of C-19 and that the PCR tests were based on 4 males with the

common cold/flu.

 
The poison viles are mixed in with fake viles.

 
Common sense would tell you not to get the jab…
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But OH the ‘mandates’… Mandates are NOT LAW and can’t be

forced, though they made it seemed like it was…

 
If they told you to jump off the brooklyn bridge, would you do it??

 
Now getting back to our military – they have limited resources and

are doing what they can with this wide global web ++ having

coworkers, in this case military brass, working against you as well.

 
Think logically here – If you were Gen. Berger with traitors around

you that control a good number of troops, how would you handle it

not looking like a military coup?

 
Also logically thinking, if you get enough of these traitors about the

election as being fraud and put all these traitors in one basket

weaved together in front of the people in court with all the proof

tying them all together (Rico Act, Treason, etc) without firing shot,

preventing a civil war – what happens??

 
We are all frustrated and sad with what’s going on, but the only way

to get the PEOPLE together as one is by showing the TRUTH and

waking everyone up!

About 1.5 years ago you were much nicer. Time has changed all of us.

I use to believe you were way too nice, things even themselves out

over time.

Truly’ I miss my brother Buck. That would explain a lot but nobody

can replace him no matter how I push boundaries, nobody could.

I saw a comment by “Buck Fiden” on another website recently. He

was quite civil, as I recall.

Thanks for that update. As loose and off-the-cuff as he seems to live

life, I wonder if he got nabbed for some petty crime and is detained

without access to the internet.

Someone of this site seems to think Buck came back as Julie based

on one of Julie’s post that had the Chinese/ Asian characters that

Buck was fond of using. She did not use the tern cinks though.

Blessings,
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Intellectual feminism is boring. I’d take two dummies over four

smarty’s on any day. Your husband either died or left you for a

dumber version of yourself. Can I get a amen.

He uses bigotry as an attention getter. He likes to get reactions when

throwing out racy zingers that dazzle him, but he has admitted a few

years back that he suffers from depression, though….

I am not a smart man – /

That’s a quote from Forrest Gump.

Clueless on Buck’s whereabouts?

Saving the planet? LMAO!!!! Sweetie, do you know that the planet is

killing us half of all humans? It requires balance on the surface.

Chaos is not welcome on Earth. Whatever rises to the top in a state of

chaos is removed from the equation. Have you studied Earth

Sciences? Geez……

““No one here is saying Wolf’s guilty, but we must turn over every

stone. A lot of Trump’s people turned on him. We’d be doing Trump

and the United States a disservice by not investigating every lead,”

our source said.”

Keep turning those stones, JAG!

Great article, Mike. Thank you. Awaiting day 1 of the Pelosi Tribunal!

That’s because she –the real one– is at GITMO and will face a

military tribunal Wednesday.

It’s probably popping out of its’ capsule right about now. Freshly

programmed to pull the wool over the eyes of humanity.

Hallelujah!!! Can’t we watch? Come on Berger,let us watch! And do

they have Schumer and McConnell? I think McConnell got his first

campaign money from his wife’s parents – own a big shipping
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company in China, CCP. He is a slimy RINO and probably enough on

him to send him to the SPA.

IMO, He is a phony except when it comes to what he wants! Did you

watch the short video showing him and a Democrat speaking and

holding the microphone. McConnel is a TRAITOR! He was begging

the Democrat who was standing next to him. I did HEAR him say,

“Democrats, you all must GET RID OF TRUMP.”

She’s been there since 11/2020 according to well sourced truthers.

Blessing and kudos for honest journalism.

I read where Pislosi’s and her old man’s avatars, malfunctioned at

the JFK center for performing arts and had to be removed, pronto….

I bet she will put on a dandy audio fanfare show outbursts at her

tribunal and then the grand finale when the drag her scrawny saggy

ass up to the gallos and then pull a limp rag scene, like Hillarious did

and her final words will be F word expletives and then pop…

But the lengthy ones are the best. THEY GET AT THE DETAILS. We

learn what crimes were committed and we observe them get

punished for their actions. These traitors have HARMED OUR

CHILDREN AND KILLED INNOCENT PEOPLE and sold out of

country to China and the Taliban, and we will not stand for it. They

turned our world upside down and we find out why by hearing the

testimony. Your writing brings that out and we are so thankful to you

for that. We need these updates, so we can fight this evil so it never

happens again

I agree with YOU. The Clinton trials were incredible…..Ditto the 9/11

trio: Rumsfeld (suicide during it); Cheney, “W”.

I could have sworn you wrote an article recently Michael Baxter, that

said the trial process was going to be expedited to FF, without a

lengthy delay. They were just gonna shoot them with one bullet etc.
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Considering that Mafiosi Pelosi has a desperate need to control

everything, to make the big decisions, to constantly attack President

Trump, her obvious absence is a good sign. A Gitmo cell guarded by

Army MPs, drying out from her vodka binges is a good place for her,

waiting for her appointment with a trapdoor. In her stead, CIA agent

Liddle Adam Schiff is having a mental breakdown, whether a double,

some good acting, or needing a rubber room if not.

Schiff was executed by firing squad in August 2021, so whoever’s

playing him in Congress right now is an impostor. You can find the

article here on RRN.

He was s hot by firing squad for being the rotten liar and saboteur

and child rapist he was.

Me too. They have years of information concerning the evil witch

Nancy Pelosi and all the treason she committed. I hope they can just

spread it all out there and let them decide her fate Wednesday. She is

evil.

Trudi, I recall MB saying he would be sharing any intel on the others

arrested as it was given to him. Sure am interested to know as well~

not to mention incredibly grateful those in charge have chosen to

give us any information at all, via Mr. Baxter. Perhaps one day we

will understand/learn how this particular conduit was selected for

such a task~I’m truly interested.

Me too!! There was something off about his answers. Maybe I am

wrong…but we will see.

*The “coffee & croissants” tripped me up. Coffee would have been

somewhat appropriate, or automatic maybe, hospitality-wise.

Offering coffee AND food speaks of either knowing ahead they were

coming, a friendly familiarity with such visits, OR someone trying too

hard to appear nonchalant. I would think I’d be quite unnerved to

receive an unexpected visit from these gentlemen. Seems it would
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have been a bit more formal & to the point. Breaking bread w/others,

so to speak, is a unifying, relaxed event in my opinion & experience.

Just some thoughts.

This gentleman had three meetings in three days with this Kirstjen

N. who worked under Bush another POS and the WEF. I say keep

digging there has to be more to this. I got to the point you can’t trust

no one, President Trump was betrayed by those closes to him.

Not always an accurate statement. Some simply are used to hiding

amongst “hoomawnz”, because “aliens” aren’t welcome.

 

There are so many swamp critters every one needs to be checked out.

All to many so called allies of Trump turned on him.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Son of Ethan Allen

This is not the RRN reader’s favorite when nobody is having a noose

put around their neck. However, the fact remains he could be picked

up anywhere anytime so hold on people the party is young and the

seeds are planted. Let them have the rope later on if needed?

You’re right, Oliver. The articles containing nooses and gallows get

3X the views that other pieces get.

The American people have been fed up with all the corruption

everywhere… they want justice.. accountability.. the ‘ truth ‘ .. not

always easy to find

I read them more than once. Fact is, too many REAL American

citizens are suffering because of what these Deep State Actors have

done. I don’t know if its revenge; maybe just knowing we are one step

closer to having it stop. I am waiting to hear Austin has been picked

up. I am “elderly” and would like to see it over before I “go home.”

I believe he will be picked up…..it’s only a matter of time. That is one

reason he is threatening the White Hats with “surrender or else”. He

is hoping to get the bluff on them. He is scared and desperate. I think
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most of them see the handwriting on the wall!!

“Surrender or else you will arrest me and put me on trial for treason”

is not what I would call a very convincing threat…

Last edited 8 hours ago by QBall59

Ruth, I believe there are millions of us who join you in those very

thoughts and hopes. As much as believers understand logically that

vengeance belongs to the Lord, it is innate to our design that we seek

justice in human form. The righting of wrongs as serious & severe as

those we are now aware of is quite the incentive to revert to our

guttural nature. Broken humans in a fallen world indeed~ it’s

precisely why we need Him.

“It is a consummation devoutly to be wished”..) . We have been

enraged over and over again watching scheming, murdering,

genocidal, pedophile, (the adjectives could go on for a long while!!!

criminals shit all over our President who has amazed us with his

tactical genius in response… yet his attackers get to pose as pillars of

unquestioned virtue. Speaking for myself, I often go back to read

again (and relish the details ie begging for mercy in whatever

form…). I am no saint but I don’t like violence except in retaliation

for the monstrous acts of these ACTUAL “deplorables!!!!!!!”

Some of these supposed good guys hide very well. I would check

everyone in place in the Federal Govt during this Biden and

investigation period, as well as before 2020. Ya just don’t know what

you don’t know. If he’s clean, that’s great.

Fair enough, as you said if he is clean than that is good and if not its

good that President Trump finds out.

If he’s guilty, his high crimes will come into the light, quickly now.

Remember that incredibly ominous group pic Pelosi and all the

others did just after the ’20 election theft was sealed, with the red

light and each person spaced equally apart in front of the capital??
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That was an eye opener, for me. They are ALL in the same club —

Pelosi, Romney, Mueller, even Candace Owen, they are all in one big

family. Family proud, a higher calling…

I can understand the rest of these people but why Candace Owen?

She seems to be a American Patriot and a strong conservative, unless

you know something that we don’t know. Please do tell.

I look up Central Casting and that is for people who want to be

actors. I look at a person by their actions not so much by what they

say. I do remember she was a one time a Obama supporter then later

on she no longer supported him. I can understand people make

mistakes, we all do. So far I have not seen any to make me think she

is a fraud.

She married a Rothschild-connected man, and she never ever speaks

up about child sex trafficking despite being a mom herself, and got

married in Trump’s winery. The Rothschilds are all about child sex

trafficking and they are using her to make them look good, especially

after being outed for Lynn de Rothschild flying on Epstein’s jet,

selling Ghislaine Maxwell a house for 70-80% off the sale price, and

supporting Hillary and NoName.

 
Anybody who is concerned about children being abducted raped and

murdered in America, even black children, should be speaking up,

but not her.

Thank you, I had no idea. I thought she was better than this. I agree

she should speak up on child sex trafficking.

Candace is married to a Rothschild now (she may have been

successfully “honey-trapped”) but she also has been criticizing

President Trump lately demanding that he make some show of

appreciation for her work. Problem is that she tried to force him in to

retracting his most controversial public opinion in a public interview

and none of it has gone well for her… slight failure to understand the

way Mr. Trump processes his opinions and his notorious history of
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not being influenced by others for reasons he does not always

disclose. Yes, I know that he will be accused of acting out of narrow

personal financial interest and yet the big picture in no way supports

that recurring vile assertion by the envious.

Thank you for this information, I was not aware of any of this. I guess

she is not as great as I thought she was.

Isn’t she the one who was belittling Trump because he was “rude” to

her? I think the timeframe was the midterms. I thought it strange

because she seemed to be in Trump’s corner.

Righto, Wolfy has been probed. Not busted yet, but truly been

trolled. If he is a backstabbin scab, he no doubt will bloat and gloat

about the way he shined on the ‘White Hats’, and probably pull some

more hijinks and get caught in a big treasonous way. Can’t wait…eff

him.

I would be surprised to find Candace Owen is one of that evil bunch.

However, time will tell with her too. She seems really legit but who

knows these days.

And now their intercepts and parabolic ears are all trained on him,

waiting for him to make that one, certain telephone call or tweet or e-

mail asking for instructions. To which, the puppet master will reply,

“You Fool! Never contact me directly!”

Thorough work is required. So far this guy is holding up….but who

knows. He’s a little like Colonel Kink..He knows nothink….nothink….

After all these it will be good and a great to the country to close all

these 3 letter agencies or at least reduce 90% of their staff, since they

are of no good but work against their own country

Last edited 11 hours ago by Success

♥  I would think any person with such a high position would be a

enemy of America. Sadly there are many.
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When each traitor is rooted out, assests confiscated and either

executed for there crimes or encapsulated for life in a concrete box,

there should be enough money in our Republics treasury to ensure

peace at last, free energy and life changing technologies for

abundance of everything and wouldn’t it be so lovely. God wins and

those true patriots who resisted tyranny will realize immortality with

him in his kingdom. Un

Michael, if Wed. is Nanc’s 1st day tribunal, do tell us if she asks to see

hubby, Paul…or vice versa. Since he called her a “witch” don’t think

HE’d want to see her. Just curious…..

Last edited 10 hours ago by PatriotGal

I hope they put Nancy in the same cell with her husband, that would

be fun to watch these two hate birds.

Take a Xanax, please. I know that’s what people want to hear,

exclusively. Other shit goes on too.

It’s easy to give in to impatience & anger. The challenge is in

understanding that any scrap of control a person has in this world

must start with one’s self. That being said, it’s stinking hard some

days~ pretty sure we all get it. Pull yourself together cowboy, &

apologize for the childish tirade. It’s unbecoming of worthy men to

waste the opportunity.

BYE. Come back when you feel better. Next time take chill pill before

inserting foot in mouth. We all have our wants. This world does not

revolve around one person, yet.

Be extremely careful, encouraging benzodiazepines. They are

extremely difficult to dismiss from the nervous system. Inquiring

minds do not want to know.

You are 100% correct. One of the person I know died because of the

addiction and suffered a brain stroke.
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We want to hear about all of it. It all goes together to make the DS

swamp what it is. Don’t be discouraged by people ranting and raving

filth because they don’t get their way every time.

Don’t think for one minute that Wolf didn’t inadvertently drop tidbit

of info.

Not only investigators are proficient with Q & A, though they’re

masters of reading body language, evaluating composure and

demeanor, seeking doubt.

Wolf, then and there, upon knock on door should have directed

investigators to his lawyer, taking the 5th.

Consensual *knock and talks took many people down.

Mark my words Wolf’s interview [interrogation] will come back and

bite him.

Adage: never let a vampire in your home. #STFU

I hope he is telling the truth. Of course, the JAG officers already

know if he isn’t. In our government, we have more enemies and

traitors than we do patriots. One thing is for sure, if he was lying, he

will be picked up. God please let just one of these people be on

Trump’s side. He has so many people hating him for wanting to save

our country it is unreal. God bless Donald Trump, the White Hats,

and our country.

I thought this old song was kinda stupid in my youth – but it seems

appropriate now: ” The heat is on…. the heat is on, on, on, on, on,

on…”

”…tell me, can you feel it~ tell me can you feel it~the heat is ON!”

Because Trump has chosen to attempt reelection rather than to be

rightfully reinstalled after lawfully winning the 2020 fifty state

elections he’ll most likely never be reelected.This is because the very

mechanics which were utilized by both deepstate party particulars to
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guarantee his coup d’eta are still very much in place(internet

connectable and vote switching capable Dominion Election Systems

and the handy “2000 Mules” delivery method)and in fact have just

been reused to more than mitigate what should’ve a crushing

national rejection of both Statist bent parties.Neither party’s in

control/power deepstaters will make any move to do away with these

things which reveals that fair and free elections are over.Our nation’s

lost and by the time these non lightning or non even close to total

responses might be played out the revolution will have finished and

positioned all of its pieces necessary to go where they desire to go

which is hybrid Marxist/Statist in tune with China but what they

would regard as soft Marxist/Statist rule.

“Investigators wondered how Wolf, who micromanaged the DHS,

could have been oblivious to acts of treason beneath his nose.”

Apparently this is common place these days. Just ask Trump or

General Berger or anyone else that’s been bamboozled. This is the

reality of having sociopaths/psychopaths in your sphere. They can

look you in the face and lie so perfectly, that you could only be

convinced they are being honest. So what is needed in every part of

human endeavor, is the ability to identify these people and limit

them. One thing that gives them away is pride. I didn’t see that in the

limited comments given of Chad Wolf.

Want to get them rolling on each other treath them like common

folks in trouble instead of untouchable political elites

I never liked Wolf one bit. I hope they get him for something. He was

always pushing immigrant Visa programs and expansions.Even

against Trump’s effort to lessen them.

Michael, I am trying to ask you to please get in touch the man the

judge gave a weird sentence re: his knowledge of Sandy Hook. I can

recall his first name, not his last.

 
Received my copy of PEOPLE today and there is an article a couple
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of pages long with one girl who “survived” Sandy Hook. I read every

word. I know the school was bulldozed when everyone left. All the

families of the children SOLD THEIR HOMES and received

megabucks etc., packed up and MOVED AWAY. IMO, It was a well

arranged situation that was fabricated in so many ways. More

pictures!

All in the name of taking away our guns!

Please contact him. Sincere thanks!

Did they take away our legal guns? No! Should the guns be sold to 18

year old psychopaths without any background check? NO!

Adam Lanza is David Hogg do a bit of research, he is a crisis actor.

David Hogg was allegedly a student at the Parkland High school

shooting as turns out he was not a student at the High School either,

Hogg is bullshit , his DADDY if an FBI agent , surprise, surprise. This

person Carol Sims has gotten her information from her copy of

People magazine, this is a controlled msm publication, the

information in no way can be trusted , just like all the controlled

msm sources. AND YES, the 2nd Amendment still stands because

people AMERICANS DO NOT GIVE UP.

Absolutely, check every lead, we can’t put anything on the back

burner, not when our soldiers are dying and traitors are all around

us.

I’m suspicious of this guy. Why 3 meetings with the WEF? I don’t

buy his excuses. and there’s no way he did not know what was

happening.. I’d say 90 percent he’s guilty. 10% he’s not.

I hope and pray they have a wire tap on his phone and internet right

now. Contacting someone THREE times who works for the WEF is a

little much.

This is why JAG payed him a visit , to shake him up. Then JAG will

see who he contacts and it goes from there.
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since the enemy is inside the gates, we are wise to question

everybody and everything. i’m not recommending a reign of terror,

because we’re not even there yet–we have not won.

I think all the government rats that left the country & are running

their offices from abroad should have their names removed from the

payroll here in the U.S.A. & wanted posters plastered here & abroad.

They should not be allowed to head a government office while living

in another country.

 
Do I remember correctly? Were not all those 1,000’s(each containing

99 warrants) of sealed indictments to be opened upon Trump’s

return to office? What happens if he runs in 2024 and loses? Even if

he wins, that’s kicking the can two years farther down the road.

But Trump will not be running in 2024, remember this is what

Baxter said I think 2 or 3 stories ago, Go back and search but he said

TRUMP will not be running in 2024.

Not even probable cause to “interview” him? Or were we pulling the

same stunt we did to that lady Shannon Corless that led to her

voluntarily surrendering to the white military? Blessings,

Yes but he took the interview just the same, so what are you talking

about probable cause? And these people the White Hats and JAG are

going after are not being treated as citizens, they are ENEMY

COMBATANTS, they do not have the rights of an AMERICAN

CITIZEN, this is why they are held before US Military courts and

TRIBUNALS.

So on the one hand Trump says do what you need to do……on the

other hand,it’s claimed that Wolf is a micromanager. I’ve worked

under micromanagers, and I can tell you that they find a way to keep

their nose into what’s going on beneath them. It’s a wait-and-see

game as to who’s telling the truth.
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Then you make the case that Wolf is lying through his teeth. My

statement is totally rhetorical.

 
Btw,I’m not saying that Trump is lying…..he gave the white hats carte

blanche.

Last edited 3 hours ago by Pengeezer

Interesting day today. Turned around and walked away. Didn’t take

long to realize the universe was talking loudly.

I took off my hat, and I said; “imagine that me walking with you.”

Sign sign everywhere a sign

talking at the scenery,

 
breaking my mind,

 
do this

 
don’t do that

 
can’t you read the sign. ?

@ Michael Baxter

Have you Hurd of the military Auditing our Gold Reserves. Have you

Hurd of any plans to do so. I hear if and when Trump returns if the

military puts him in place there will be a gold standard. How much

gold does the US really own. And will the price really be 20.67 as the

Constitution says or will it be millions of dollars. There’s about 700

Trillion in Money Reserves of Currency that’s alot to back up.

Where’s more info on the plan.

This sounds as a logical thread in the web of intrigue surrounding the

Traitorous Actions around Commander In Chief Trump. If more

threads are found via the cooperation of Mr. Wolf , that’s great , since

he indeed may have more info than he’s aware of presently ! Good

Hunting Columbo ! Get that jalopy turned up ! Nick ,

NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195
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YES and that is a reality that some folks here will have difficulty

comprehending or accepting. DJT is CONFLICTED ,he has DIVIDED

LOYALTIES and this is a PROBLEM

Důvod, proč je slovo dotazovaný v uvozovkách, je ten, že teď bylo

setkání popsáno taky.

 

 


